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Stray cat doors 2 stage 1

Stray Cat Doors By: PULSMO, INC. This is a complete step-by-step guide guide with help, advice, tips, tricks, solutions and answers for stage 5 of the iOS and Android room escape games, Stray Cat Doors, pulsmo. Feel free to ask for further help in the comments section. Instructions: Phase 1 | Stage 2 | Stage 3 | Stage 4 | Stage 5 | Stage 6 | Bonuses
Stage 5: 1. Look at the plants on the right. Pick up the scissors and zoom in on one of the plants and get a pawn (chess piece). 2. Zoom in on the door. Take the broom and then zoom out. 3. Use the broom on the leaves to reveal the king's chess piece (pick up) and guide. It shows a jack-o-lantern in a flower pot. Remember that for later. 4. Zoom in on the
area to the left of the door. Pick up a jack-o-lantern and make a note of the colorful hanging plants. It's a clue we'll use later. Click on the lower plants and then arrange them until the negative space between their shadows announces the numbers 15235. Remember that later. 5. As instructed by the guide, place the jack-o-lantern in a flower pot on the right
side of the room on the track. 6. Go back to the door. There's a box to her right. You need the smileys to match the pattern you saw on the pumpkin. You can follow my instructions in the photo below. Then take a piece of the puzzle from the inside. 7. Go to the library on the left. Use a broom to knock the box off top of it. Also open the red book to find the
knight chess piece. 8. Look at the box you knocked down. Remember those four colorful planters? Note the colors and their height. This applies: purple, red, blue, yellow. Then put the flowers on the box like this to open. Take the flashlight. 9. Zoom under the sofa and use a flashlight to see the key. Take it. 10. Now go to the table. Place three chess pieces
on the table at the board. Now you need to place them on the board to prevent the tower from moving. Take the piece of the puzzle. 11. Now use code 15235 from earlier to unlock the birdcage and get a knight's medallion. 12. Use the key to unlock the drawer and get the next piece of the puzzle. 13. Zoom in on the big chess pieces and select the knights.
Put a knight's medallion on it and take the last piece of the puzzle. Now you can open the door and finish the stage! Congratulations! You've completed phase 5! Click here for phase 6. Note: Sometimes a promotional code is available for the game, but it has no effect on the review. At AppUnwrapper, we strive to provide reviews of the highest quality. Check
out my recommended list for other games you might like. If you like what you see on the AppUnwrapper.com, consider supporting the site through Patreon. Every bit helps and is greatly appreciated. You can read more about it here. And as always, if you like what you see, please help others find it by sharing it. I also offer affordable testing and advice for iOS
developers. COPYRIGHT Notice © AppUnwrapper 2011-2020. Unauthorised use and/or this material without the express and written consent of the author of this blog is strictly prohibited. Links may be used provided that appunwrapper is provided with full and clear credit with appropriate and specific direction to the original content. Stray cat door 2 extra
phase 4. Free download stray cat door 2 mod APK (unlocked all skins unlocked) 2020 for android latest version 2020 this apk is fully modeed stray cat stray cat in the yard can set off a war between two friendly cats inside the house. It might be crossing from street to home life ' life on the streets is hard.' it might just be a saying for you, but it carries more
weight when you think there is a cat literally on the streets. Discover difficult to solve any secrets and help you complete the task. Welcome to the stray cat door! So make sure you get those extra sp. Getting food or even a warm night's sleep is a challenging task. There's a food sign on the floor, right in front of the green signs on the door. Stray Cat Door 2
(のの 잃- ממ 양の2) מ략 ממממ ! Atlantic connection #1 shop: Stray cat door2 v1.0.6215 (mod apk) time that I spent with you in the house, journey at dusk, lost city and way back home through white breathing snow... The escape adventure game that has been around the world hit by a stray cat door sequel is finally here! Beautiful art, story and music, plus
different kinds of puzzles on each level so it's not really boring. Feel free to ask for further help in the comments section. Feel free to ask for further help in the comments section. It's an escape adventure game where you solve a mystery and clean up every stage with a cute character. For those who did not play the previous game do not worry, because you
can enjoy without problems. Whether you're building it for your outdoor cats, surrounding felines, or some wild cats, below are some of the reasons why building a winter house for cats is a great idea. L'environnement est doux et ponctué d'une ambiance sonore qui l'est tout autant. Stray Cat Door, one of the best escape games for Android, featuring cute
characters, amazing graphics and challenging puzzles. In this post, you will get all the solutions of all the stages that appear in the game Stray Cats. Let's Start Stray Cat Door Instructions/Solutions; 1.) Stray cat door stage 1 tutorial in each stage of the stray cat door game, you have to collect four pieces. These pieces are hidden and can be found by solving
puzzles. Here are the steps you must follow to complete phase 1 stray cat door games; Step 1.) Click the mailbox (red). Now you need to enter the code; 3, 9, 4. That's it. You just got the piece. Fact; click on the area where the water falls (top corner), there are some boats and you can see the code there. Step 2.) Go to the area where the water drops (upper
corner). Select a bucket, tap the bucket, and then tap the water. Come back. Then tap the umbrella -&gt; -&gt; tapped the bucket and then the hole. Choose the second piece. Step 3.) On the right, behind the bushes -&gt; tap on the box - &gt; you get the third piece. Step 4.) There is a pair of shoes near the front door of the house. Go to him and take the bell.
Place the bell on the cycle and tap the bell. The frogs will be lowered after hearing the sound of the bell and you will see a piece of paper. Note the order of the shapes, return to the main screen -&gt; it is on the trash can - &gt; click it - &gt; now you change the shapes in that order. This is this Stray Cat Door Phase 1 completed. 2.) Stray Cat Door Stage 2
Instructions You are in the Christmas event room. Your goal is the same -&gt; find 4 pieces. Here are the steps you need to follow to complete Stray Cat Door Phase 2; Step 1.) Click on the tree -&gt; select reindeer toy -&gt; is a switch, turn it on -&gt; go back to the main screen -&gt; turn off the switch (near the ladder) -&gt; go back to the main screen -&gt;
tap the tree -&gt; get the glowing ball (red color). At the top &gt; there are two toys; Snowman and King -&gt; click on the toy king -&gt; put a red ball in your mouth and click -&gt; get a piece. Step 2.) On the table -&gt; make a candle and matchstick -&gt; return to the main screen -&gt; head to the top (snowman) -&gt; place the candle and light it with a
matchstick. Take the piece. Step 3.) Get a snow cover (near the ladder) -&gt; click on the gift side (near the teddy bear) - &gt; place the reindeer and snowman toy -&gt; get a piece. Step 4.) Head to clock (on the wall) -&gt; click on the red star and the green star - &gt; you will get a piece. Tap the exit door and that's it. Stray Cat Door Phase 2 completed. 3.)
Stray Cat Door Stage 3 Instructions You are in the garden, to complete stage 3 stray Cat Doors, you need to find four pieces. Here are the steps you need to take to complete phase 3-&gt; step 1.) Click on the watering pot area. Pick both items; watering pots and shovels. Head on the chair/table side -&gt; tap on the plant -&gt; use a watering pot -&gt; water
it -&gt; get a piece. Step 2.) Head to chair, table -&gt; tap the plate and get the cat plate - &gt; go back -&gt; tap the birdhouse - &gt; click the buttons in the sequence (pink, blue sky, yellow and red) - &gt; put the cat's plate there - &gt; get a piece. Step 3.) Go to the birdhouse -&gt; look at the right side - &gt; there is a lock on the wall, click on it and enter this
code - 1, 0, 8. Take the piece. Step 4.) Return to the main screen of stage 3 -&gt; on the left - tap the rabbit -&gt; tap the frog - &gt; now tap the leg four times, twice on the crown and three times on the last button. Take the piece. That's it. Stray Cat Door Phase 3 completed. 4.) Stray door cat Stage 4 Instructions In stage 4 there are two sides, tap the left
arrow to switch from the main screen. Let's start with the stray door cat stage 4 instructions step 1.) Go to the left side . click on the boat (bottom right) -&gt; then tap + &gt; click in order( right, up, down, down). Take the piece. Step 2.) Return to the left side - &gt; tap the door - &gt; &gt; fishing nets. Go to the right side -&gt; click the sea - &gt; now use the net
through the dark holes in order -&gt; 3rd, 2nd, 4th, 1st and 5th. Choose fish -&gt; go to the left -&gt; tap on the bird / duck -&gt; put the fish on the 2nd-&gt; get a piece. Step 3.) Go back to the left side, the bottom left is the box - &gt; click on it and get this item. Click on the boat (left side) -&gt; now look at the right side, it is on it &gt;- click on it - &gt; enter the
code - 2,5,4. Now use this item to open the bottle and get a piece. Step 4.) Go to the right side -&gt; tap the table (food) - select three foods -&gt; go back -&gt; tap the mouse (at the bottom, in the middle) - &gt; serve them food and make them happy. You have to serve two or three times. Once done, get a piece of the puzzle and return to the table - &gt;
briefcase -&gt; solve the puzzle. Open the briefcase and get the last piece. That's it. Stray Cat Door Phase 4 completed. 5.) Stray Cat Door Stage 5 Here's how to stray cat door stage 5; 6.) Stray Cat Door Stage 6 Here's how to stray cat door stage 6; Download Stray Cat Doors - here (Google Play Store). Also, see – Top new Android games 2018. Also, see -
Games like Stray Cat Doors for more updates, Game News, Game Guides, New Games News, and Alerts – like us on Facebook – MrGuider, Follow Us on Twitter – @techhuntr. Check Out - Top New Android Games Today. Subscribe to us, give your suggestions - here. Facebook Twitter WhatsApp Reddit Reddit
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